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1. Introduction

Let {Yn , n ;:::: 1} be a sequence of random variables. One of the im
portant problems in probability theory is to study the limit probability
for large deviations, namely, P(Yn ;:::: Yn) where {Yn} is a sequence of
constants increasing without bound.

Since the original work of Cr8.1uer (1938), there have been a great
deal of investigations of large deviation problems, for instance, see
Chemoff (1952), Bahadur (1960), Ellis (1984). Most of these results
gave asymptotic expressions for log P(Yn ;:::: Yn), which was referred to
as weak large deviation by N.R. Chaganty and J. Sethuraman (1987).
Also Bahadur and Ranga Rao (1960), Chaganty and Sethuraman (1987)
studied the large deviation problems, but their results gave asymptotic
expressions for P(Yn ;:::: Yn), referred to as strong large deviation.

Bahadur and Ranga R.ao (1960) proved a theorem giving an asymp
totic expression for P( Yn ;:::: na) where {Yn } is a sequence of sums
of independent and identically distributed random variables and a is
a constant. Recently, Chaganty and Sethuraman (1987) obtained a
generalization of Bahadur and Ranga Rao's theorem by considering
P(~ ;:::: Tn) where {Yn , n ~ 1} is an arbitrary sequence of random
variables and {an} is a sequence of constants without bound and {Tn}
is a sequence of appropriate constants.

In this paper, we prove a theorem, by the similar method to Cha
ganty and Sethuram8.11'S, giving 8.11 asymptotic expression for P( f:- ~
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rn) where {Tn, n 2:: I} and {Sn > 0, n 2:: I} axe two independent se
quences of random variables. In case where Sn = an, our result reduces
to that of Chaganty and Sethuraman (1987). .

In Section 2, we introduce a local limit theorem given by Ch~ganty

and Sethuraman (1987), which is requisite for the proof of our main
theorem.

In Section 3, we state and prove the main theorem. Also we remaxk
the relation between our result and that of Chaganty and Sethuraman
(1987).

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce two theorems which axe given by Cha

ganty and Sethuraman (1987). These theorems play an important role
in the proof of the main theorem.

THEOREM 2.1 (CHAGANTY AND SETHURAMAN).

Let {Yn , n 2:: I} be a sequence ofnonlattice valued random variables
wbich converges to Y in distribution. Let in be tbe chaxacteristic
function (ch. f.) of Yn for n 2:: 1 and i be tbe ch. f. of Y. Suppose
tbat tbere axe sequences {dn } and {bn } sucb tbat dn -? 00, bn -? 00

and dn = O(bn) as n -? 00 and tbere is an integrable function f*(t)
such tbat

(2-1) sup lin(t)II(ltl < dn ) ~ f*(t) for each t,
n

and

(2-2)
def A 1

On(.~) = sup Ifn(t)1 = o( -b ) for each >. > 0,
dn5ltl>.bn n

as n -? 00.

Tben tbe random variable Y possesses a bounded and continuous
probability density function (p.d.f.) f.

Let h > 0 and Yn -? y* as n -? 00.

Define

(2-3)



Then

(2-4)
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Furthermore, there exist a finite constant M and an integer nh such
that

(2-5) SUp[qn(Y)] ~ M for n ~ nh.
y

THEOREM 2.2 (CHAGANTY AND SETHURAMAN).

Let {Yn, n ~ I} be a sequence of random variables with ch.! 's

{in(t), n ~ I}, and {dn} be a sequence of real numbers such that
dn -+ 00. Let 9n(t) = d12 log lin(dnt)l be finite and twice differentiable
in a neighborhood of thRe origin which does not depend on n. Suppose
that there exist 8 > 0, 0: > a such that for It1< 8,

(2-6) -9~(t) ~ 0: for all n ~ 1.

Then condition (2-1) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied with dn replaced by
Ddn .

3. Main Result
Before stating the main theorem, we introduce some notations. Let

{Tn , n ~ I} be a sequence of random variables with absolutely contin
uous dJ.'s F 1n and {Sn, 11 ~ I} be a sequence of positive random vari
ables with dJ. 's F2n. We assume that two sequences are independent.
Let {an, n ~ I} be a sequence of positive real numbers with an -+ 00

as n -+ 00. Define 4>ln(Z) = E[exp(zTn )] and 4>2n(Z) = E[exp(zSn)]
for a complex number z. liNe assume that

4>ln(Z) is analytic in f21 = {z E C; IRe(z)1 < AI, Al > a}

and

4>2n(Z) is analytic in f22 = {z E C; IRe(z)1 < A2, A2 > a}.

Define 1Pln(Z) = aIR 10g4>ln(Z) for z E f2 1 and 1P2n(Z) = a1
n

log <l>2n(Z)
for z E f22 . Denote the interval (-aI, ad by J1 and (-a2' a2) by J2
where a < al < Al and a < a2 < 042. Let {rn, n ~ I} be a sequence
of real numbers such that sup 11'n I= ro < 00.
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THEOREM 3.1.
Assume the following conditions;
(A) There exist /31 < 00 and /32 < 00 such that

ItP1n(Z)\ < /31, for Izl < AI, n ~ 1 and

ItP2n(Z) I < /32, for Izl < A 2, n ~ 1.

(B) There exists Tn E J1 such that for n ~ 1

T n > d for some positive number d,

rnTn E J2 and

'I/I~n(Tn) - rn'l/l;n( -rnTn) = O.

(C) There exists a> 0 such that 'I/I~'n(Tn) ~ a for n ~ 1.
(D) There exists 80 > 0 such that

1
<p1n(Tn+it) <P2n(-rnTn-irnt)1 (1)sup . =0--

0:5!tl:5A <P1n(Tn) <P2n(-rnTn) ,,;0:;;
as n -+ 00, for all 0 < 8 < 80 and for each ..\ > 80.

Then

(3-1) P( Tn > r ) '" exp[an ( 'I/Iln(Tn) + '1/12n( -rnTn))]
Sn - n TnJ21Ta~[1/)~ln(Tn) + r~'I/I~n( -rnTn)]

where gn '" f n means that lim gfn = 1.
n-.;.oo n

Proof. Let T~ be a random variable such that

and S: be a random variable such that

(3-3) F;n(Y) ~f peS: ::; y)

= l Y

exp( -vrnTn - an'l/J2n( -rnTn))dF2n(v).
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Hence we get

(3-4) dHn(x) = exp( -XTn + an'l/Jln(Tn))dFtn(x) and

(3-5) dF2n(y) = exp(Y1'nTn + an 'l/J2n ( -1'nTn))dF2n (y)·

Let T~ = T:; - rnS~.

Then, we have

157

(3-6)
Tn

P(Sn ~1'n)

= 100 100 dF1n(x )dF2n (y)
o rny

= 100 100 exp( -xrn + a"~'lll( T,,) + Y1'nTn
o rny

+ an 'l/J2n ( -7'1I T1I »dFt1l(.r)dF2n (y)

= exp[an('l/Jln(Tn ) + 'I/'2n( -7'1I T1I »] 100 100 exp( -xrn + yrnT1I )
o rny

dFtn(x )dF2n (y)

= exp[an('l/Jln(Tn ) + 'l/J2n( -1' 1l Tn»JE[exp( -1'nT~ +1'nTnS:)I( ~~ ~ 1'n)J
n

= exp[an('l/Jln(Tn ) + 1f.'2n( -7'"Tn»JE[exp( -1'nT~)I(T~ ~ 0)]

= exp[an('l/Jln(Tn ) + 'II'2n (-I'"T,,) )]In (say).

We will later show that the following (3-7) and (3-8) hold.
(3-7)

Tn\h7ran['l/J~/n(Tn)+ r~'I/'~1I( -7'nTn)] P((k -l)h :S TnT~ < kh) '" h

uniformly for bounded intervals of k, and there exist constants M and
nh such that for n ~ nh
(3-8)r-----------
ITn 27ran['l/J~/n( Tn ) + 7'~V'~n( -7'nTn)] P((k - l)h :S TnT~ < kh)1 :s; Mh

for all k ~ 1.
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We now write down lower and upper bounds for In;

00

(3-9) In = L E[exp(-TnT~)I« k - l)h :S TnT~ < kh)]
k=l
k h

~ L exp( -kh)P«k - l)h :S TnT~ < kh),
k=l

and

(3-10)
k h

In :S L exp(-(k - l)h)P«k - l)h :S TnT~ < kh)
k=l

00

+ L exp(-(k - l)h)P«k -l)h :S TnT~ < kh)
k=kh+l

where we choose kh = [h\].
Using (3-7) and (3-8) we get

(3-11)

kh

~hL exp( -kh)
k=l

h[exp(-h) - exp( -(kh + l)h)]
1 - exp( -h)

and

(3-12)

kh 00

:ShL exp(-(k - l)h) + i\lh L exp(-(k - l)h)
k=l k=kh+l

h(l - exp( -khh» Mhexp( -khh)= +-_""=""':"_--'-
1 - exp(-h) 1 - exp( -h) .
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Letting h -t 0, we get from (3-11) and (3-12)
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(3-13)

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof of (9·7) and (9-8).
The chJ. of T~ = T~ - rnS~ is given by

(3-14)

Let dn = ';an[1f'~n(Tn ) + r~'Ij'~n( -rnTn )] and Yn = -t-. Then the chJ.
of Yn is given by

(3-15)

By condition (A) and Cauchy's theorem for derivatives, we get

(3-16)

and

( ) lo,.(k)( . I k!(32 I I3-17 o/2n -rnTn - ITnt) ::; A )k for t < A 2 - a2,
( 2 - a2

Using the Taylor series expansion, we can write

k ~ 1.

(3-19)
1f'2n( -rnTn - irnt) = 'If'2n( -rnTn ) + (-irnt)1f'~n( -rnTn )

(-ir n t)2 11 (. )+ 2 1f'2n( -rnTn ) + R2n -rnTn - zrnt
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for ItI < A2-a2 where IR2n(-rnTn -irnt)l ~ 2i:~:: 3 • Since dn -+ 00

as n -+ 00, we obtain, from (3-15), (3-18), (3-19) and conditions (B)
and (C), for any real t and for sufficiently large n, that

(3-20)

logjn(t)

=an[1f'ln(Tn + i(tjdn» -1f'ln(Tn) + 1f'2n(-rnTn - i(rntjdn))

-1f'2n( -rnTn)]

= - t; + anR1n(Tn + i(tjdn»+ anR2n(-rn'Tn - i(rntjdn»

and

(3-21)

and

Hence Yn = -E- converges in distribution to the standard normal ran
dom variable. We now proceed to verify conditions (2-1) and (2-2) of
Theorem 2.l.
Let

(3-23)
1 A

gn(t) = cP.. log Ifn(dnt)1
n

=~ Re[1Pln(Tn + it) -1Pln(Tn ) + 1P2n( -rnTn - irnt) -1P2n(-rnTn)]
n

Re[1Pln(Tn + it) - tPln(Tn) + '!P2n( -rnTn - irnt) - tP2n(-rnTn)]
tt'~'n( 'Tn ) + r~1P~n( -rnTn)

Since 1P~n(t) ? 0 for t E h, we get, from conditions (A) and (C), that

(3-24) Ign(t)1 < 00.



Also we get
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where etn and 6n are appropriate complex numbers depending on the
third derivatives of t!.'J nand tt'2n respectively, satisfying

(3-26)

and

(3-27)

31,81
Icl I < . for n >_ 1
.. n - (A )31 -al

31,82
IC2n l < . for n >_ l.
.. - ( A )3."12 - a2

Therefore we can find 6 > 0 such that for ItI < 6

(3-28) 11 1
gnU) ~ -"2 for all n::::: 1.

This verifies condition (2-6) of Theorem 2.2 and hence condition (2-1)
of Theorem 2.1 with dn replaced by 6dn .

Now, with bn = Tndn and using condition (D) for fixed ..\ > 0, we get
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that

(3-29)

sup IJn(t)1
8dn ~Itl~)'bn

I<PIn(Tn + it) <P2n(-rnTn - irnt) I
= sup .

8<ltl~).rn <Pln(Tn ) <P2n(-rnTn)

1
=0(-)

ja;;
1

=0(-)
Tndn
1

= o( - ) as n ---* 00,
bn

since 0 < d < Tn < aI and dn = O( ja;;). This verifies condition (2-2)
of Theorem 2.1 with bn = Tndn . Now, by replacing h by ~ and taking

Yn = (2;'b:)h, we get that

(3-30) (
Tndn ,

qn Yn) = -h-P«(k - l)h < TnTn < kh)

(3-31)

since bn = Tndn and Yn = ~.
Thus, the assertions (3-7) and (3-8) follow from (2-4) and (2-5) of
Theorem 2.1.

REMARK 3.l.
With Sn = an, <P2n(Z) = exp(zan ) is analytic in the whole complex

plane and 1/J2n(z) = z, '!P~n(z) = 1 and 1/J~n(z) = 0 and for n 2: 1.
Then the condition rnTn E J2 in condition (B) may be deleted and
the condition 1/Jin(Tn) - 1'nt/'~n (-1'nTn) = 0 for n 2: 1 is reduced to
1/Jin(Tn) = l'n for n ;::: 1. Also condition (D) is identical with condi
tion (B) of Chaganty and Sethuraman's (1987) Theorem 3.1. And the
claimed asymptotic expression (3-1) becomes

P( Tn ) rv exp[an(1/Jln(Tn ) - rnTn )]> r n •
an - Tn V21ran1/Ji'n(Tn)

This is exactly the same as that obtained by Chaganty and Sethuraman
(1987), with m n = r n .
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REMARK 3.2.
In condition (B), we assume that T n > d for some positive constant

d and for n ~ 1. Now consider the case where Tn -t 0 and Tn..;a;; -t 00

as n -t 00. Then, by the same reason of Chaganty and Sethuraman
(1987)'s Theorem 3.5, we can get the stronger result that the conclusion
of Theorem 3.1 holds without condition (D), that is, if the conditions
(A), (B) and (C) of Theorem 3.1 hold, then

(3-32) P( Tn > I' ) '" exp[a n ( 1fln(Tn ) + 1f2n( -rnTn ))]
Sn - n Tn \127l"an[1f~/n( Tn ) + r~1f~n( -rnTn )]

REMARK 3.3.
Let Tn be a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance n.

Let Sn = n and r n = c where c is a positive constant. Then our result
becomes

T n exp( -nc2 /2)
(3-33) P(- > c) rv ---"--'--=::='----'-

17 - cJ2-rrn
which coincides with the fact that as :1' -t 00

1
1 - <I>(x) '" -<j>(x)

x
where <I> and <j> are the dJ. and the p.clJ. of a standard normal random
variable, respectively.
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